Reviewed by John Hospers

Split Image
Almost a year ago a Canadian film,
Ticket to Heaven, was released but was
shown in only a few theaters in the
United States. Its protagonist was a
young man who, lacking assurance and
independence of mind, became involved
in a religious cult. Through the charismatic personality of cult leaders and the
repeated chanting of slogans, the cult
gradually transferred control of his mind
and will from himself to the cult. His
parents hired someone to kidnap him and
forcibly deprogram him while he was
locked up in a bedroom over a period of
weeks.
Now an American film has appeared,
Split Image, with an almost identical plot:
the vague dissatisfaction with life, the
emotional dependency on the approval of
others, the psychological attraction of
the cult, the quelling of doubts, the enforced rituals, the kidnaping, the
deprogramming. The best scenes in Split
Image are those involving actor James
Woods (the killer in The Onion Field) as
the determined deprogrammer, whose
behavior induces revulsion but at the
same time a certain grudging admiration
for the effectiveness of his methods.
Split Image contains several powerful
scenes, but it is no better than its much
less publicized predecessor. The most
dramatic part of the story, the deprogramming, is in fact more convincingly
done in Ticket to Heaven than in Split Image. Example: when the new recruit in
Ticket accompanies the seasoned veteran
of the cult selling flowers on the street to
raise money, he is told to say, “It’s for
our drug rehabilitation program.” But
after the sale the new recruit says, “But
that’s a lie-we don’t have a drug program.” The veteran smiles sympathetically: lying in the service of a good cause
is all right. “That was Satan’s moneywe just got it back again, to use for
God.” But how can God command lying
and stealing? “Ah, you’re doubting
again-doubts come from Satan,” and
they kneel on the sidewalk together to
pray that no more doubts shall cloud the
mind of the new recruit. Later, during
the deprogramming, it is these very
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doubts, never fully suppressed, that are
played upon to get the ex-recruit to
reclaim his self-identity. In Split Image,
by contrast, the means employed to
deprogram are more physical than mental, and they carry less conviction. There
is less emphasis than in the earlier film
on getting the subject entrapped in his
own inconsistencies, and hence the
newer film misses an opportunity (fully
exploited in the earlier one) to generate a
unique tension and power. Both films,
however, deal intelligently with the same
subject, and both are eminently worthy
of being seen.

E

Inchon

L

the anti-Communism cannot forgive the
stridency. Nor can they forgive the
financing of the film by Rev. Sun Myung
Moon, though it was done not as propaganda for his religious cult but as a cinematic record of the invasion of his country, lest the world forget that it ever happened. The ordinary viewer, who is quite
indifferent to critical acclaim or condemnation, is not likely to forget it. It isn’t as
good as reading history, but it’s something.

Sleeping Dogs
Increasing numbers of citizens are
unhappy with the current government.
Some become revolutionaries and start
shooting people down in the streets to
replace the established order. The prime
minister declares martial law in order to
deal with the revolutionaries. But in doing so the government increasingly uses
the same methods as the revolutionaries:
some innocent people are shot; others
are rounded up for interrogation and confinement without trial. Gradually the
moral distinction between the two
regimes becomes blurred. What is the individual to do who is caught between
these conflicting forces, threatened by
each with torture and death if he does not
attempt to discover and disclose the
secret plans of the other?
Sleeping Dogs is a minor but well-done
political thriller from New Zealand that it
would be easy, but unfortunate, to miss.
It illustrates some of the recurring problems involved in political allegiance. If
you need order through law, and the law
or its methods of enforcement become
more and more imperfect, should you go
along with those who want to change it
by force, including the use of methods of
which you disapprove? And in the process, what happens to the revolutionaries
themselves, who begin as idealists but
end up as despots who would use any
kind of terror to squelch those whom
they oppose? The film shows dramatically why it is that violent revolution
usually causes a regime that is semitotalitarian to be replaced by another
that is totally totalitarian and how the
ideals of even the most conscientious and
nonaggressive people become corrupted
by the methods they are made to use as
they seek to institute changes.

In most respects Inchon is an extraordinarily bad film. The script contains more
tired cliches than any other in recent
memory. The dialogue would have seemed
inane even in 1930. The plot-the part
dealing with the personal lives of the participants, not the military operations-is
simplistically contrived. Example: when
a nice officer has both a wife and a mistress, and the background is war, you
can be sure that one of the two will be
killed before it’s over, and predictably
this happens. In real life, General MacArthur, the central character in this film,
was eloquent in speech and master of the
bon mot; in this film, many of his pronouncements have been reduced to religious platitudes and remarks worthy of a
functionally illiterate high school dropout. And Laurence Olivier as MacArthur
has substituted for his British accent a
form of American speech so flat and
dreary that the real MacArthur would
have retched at the sound of it.
Yet there are reasons for some people
to see this film. Like another aesthetic
turkey last year, Lion of the Desert, which
dramatized to most audiences for the
first time the horrors of the Italian invasion of Libya in the 1930s, this one tells
the story ($50 million worth, with no expenses spared) of the savage North
Korean invasion of South Korea in 1950
and culminates in a step-by-step presentation of the counterattack at Inchon by
the UN forces, under virtually impossible conditions, to cut off the invader at
the most strategic point. MacArthur’s invasion plan was one of the most brilliant
strategic moves in military history, and it
is thoroughly detailed..in this film.
This is a stridently anti-Communist John Hospers teaches philosophy at the Univerfilm, and those critics who can forgive sity of Southern California.
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Jefferson was not a bolshevik. He
wrote to a nephew:
Question with boldness even the existence of God; because, if there be one,
he must more approve of the homage of
By Richard Mitchell
reason than that of blindfolded fear.
or some reason, we have not con- No bolshevik can say the equivalent in
vinced the rapidly multiplying pro- his system of belief: Question boldly even
ponents of the back-to-basics-with-theBible “education” movement that we are
not on their side. What’s wrong with us
that we haven’t figured out how to offend
those usually truculent and combative
enthusiasts? We have had no trouble in
offending their mirror-image counterparts, the silly educationists, who hold
exactly the same thematic belief-that
knowledge and reason are not enoughand who “educate” by exactly the same
method-the modification of behavior
through persuasion addressed to the sentiments. The details don’t matter where
the principle is rotten.
One of those “Christian school” newsletters recently reprinted portions of a
piece from the Underground Grammarian
called “The Answering of Kautski,” in the existence of the dialectical process
which we considered similarities in and the withering away of the state. Jefeducationism and bolshevism. We ferson’s admonition ought to raise proquoted Lenin’s famous line about vocative questions for those who like to
“teaching” the children and planting a claim that the Republic was founded on
seed that will never be uprooted. We also their “religious” principles, but it
quoted (and the reprint did include) a doesn’t. Bolsheviks are not the only ones
much less familiar Leninism, saying that who never think of asking certain quesmost people are not capable of thought, tions.
and all thev need is “to learn the words.”
The readers of the newsletter were
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by an essay confirmed
presumably
linking what
in righteousness
schools do to
what Lenin said. It did not occur to them,
apparently, that Luther, to ~ ~ h oReason
m
was just “the Devil’s whore,” also said
as much and, in SO saying, echoed whole
choirs of orthodox theologians.
There is only one Education, and it has
only one goal: the freedom of the mind.
Anything that needs an adjective, be it
civics education or socialist education or
Christian education or whatever-vou-like
education, is not education, and it has
some different goal. The very existence
of modified “educations” is testimony to
the fact that their proponents can not
bring about what they want in a mind that
is free. An “education” that can not do
its work in a free
and so must
“teach” by homily and precept in the
service of these feelings and attitudes and
beliefs rather than those, is pure and
unmistakable tyranny. And it is exactly
the kind of tyranny, “tyranny over the
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Education,
and it has
only one goal:
the freedom
of the mind.
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Reason is not the devil’s whore. It is
the whore’s devil. To those who have sold
their minds for some comfortable sentiments and comforting beliefs, reason is
the adversary to be hated and feared, the
bringer of doubt and difficult questions,
the sly disturber of the peace. To
children who are led into whoredom, it
matters not at all which sentiments and
beliefs they are given in return for the
freedom of their minds. Whatever the
fee, they can not judge its worth.
Sometimes it seems that every illusion
that cripples the mind is taught in
schools. The silly notion that if one ideological faction is wrong the other must be
right is planted in our minds by the belief
that truelfalse tests have something to do
with education. We imagine some real
difference between Republicans and
Democrats, liberals and conservatives,
government educationists and church
educationists. They are all alike. Their
prosperity depends on our believing that
beliefs and sentiments-theirs,
of
course-are somehow finer, nobler, more
virtuous or humane than mere reason.
Half past twelve is coming on, and
neither the church cat nor the dog in the
manger has slept a wink. Should we do
something, or should we hope that they’ll
eat each other up? Will burglars steal this
pair away? Will the Christian newsletter
reprint all this?
Richard Mitchell is the author of Less Than
Words Can Say and the publisher of the
Underground Grammarian, from which this
column is adapted.

COMING ATTRACTIONS
City Plights: W h y are some cities declining and others booming? Age
doesn’t tell the story and neither does geography and climate. The surprising answer has much to do with cars, . .and governments.
Kristol Clarified: Esquire called him t h e godfather of the neoconservatives. In a REASONinterview, Irving Kristol talks about his intellectual journey from socialism, w h y he’s for censorship, what Reagan is
doing right and wrong,. . .and more.
Feet to the Fire: What happens when an “essential public service” is left
to the free market and t h e firm providing t h e service does a lousy job?
REASONput a n investigative reporter on to t h e story of a town with private
fire-fighting service to see how t h e problem was solved.
Plus: Durk Pearson and Sandy Shaw with a n e w series of columns on pollution, book reviews by Marva Collins and William Niskanen, Viewpoints
from Jim Davidson and T o m Bethell, and all of REASON’Sregular departments and features.

(Continued from p . 10)
he started and Roosevelt carried on were
socialist. We conservatives have had a
devil of a time trying to take back the
Republican Party from the progressives.
Now that we have finally done it, it
seems that the eastern establishment
(read CFR, Trilateral Commission) has
managed to get most of themselves appointed to high places in the Reagan administration.
Harriet S. Nelson
Bothell, WA

Flat-Rate Benefits
I regret that Dr. Rothbard’s Viewpoint
(Sept.) on flat-rate taxation was a disappointment. Precisely, the difficulty I
find with Dr. Rothbard’s analysis is that,
of necessity, he must support continuation of the current system as the alternative to the reform proposed. That the
good doctor does not like the present
system either is irrelevant. For, since the
state is not going to abdicate or evaporate tomorrow, taxation will continue
for the foreseeable future.
Ironically, Dr. Rothbard has hit the nail
right on the head concerning why flatrate taxation is such a good, political
idea: the poor and the rich will reap
“goodies” while the middle class “will
undoubtedly have to shell out when the
dust has settled and the piper will have to
be paid.” And who is in a better position
to tell Congress to cut out the boondoggling than that vast middle class which is
not going to be happy with the new arrangement of accounts?
In short, Dr. Rothbard needs to put his
economics degree away for a little while
and learn a little of the art of political
finesse. Simply being against the corporate state does not get us away from it.
The way one gets a democratic government to move toward a goal one desires
is to get as many people as possible
pissed-off at that portion of the current
arrangement one does not like. The flatrate income tax is the surest and quickest
road toward that goal of reducing government activities by limiting the purse.
It has the added advantages of (1)justice
in the sense of eliminating from taxation
the communistic principle of “ability to
pay,” (2) uniformity in the sense of setting one rate which everyone knows and
personally can judge as to its sufficiency,
and (3) integrity in the sense that a crooked politician no longer can gain election
by telling one constituency that he will
support those programs and tax policies

which benefit it at the expense of another
constituency, to which will be assigned
all the costs and burdens via adjustment
of tax brackets. . . .
Robert B. Crim
Nuugatuck, CT

Philosophical Questions
Judging by Ross Levatter’s review of it
(Oct.),Robert Nozick’s Philosophical Explanations presents ideas and arguments
that are wholly compatible with, if not
quite supportive of the principles of a

fully free society. Dr. Levatter’s review
tells enough of the story in Nozick’s book
for anyone to doubt this supposed compatibility, however.
For example, the idea that coercion includes “forcing others to believe things”
by means of sound arguments is extremely troublesome. This view is not
unrelated to an earlier discussion of
Nozick’s in which he argued that offering
someone a very high value in return for
something the person would rather not
do-for example, life-long financial security or emergency medical care for demeaning work or service-is a form of

Llbernhs
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Frank N. Pagan0
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coercion.
It is no help here to observe, as Levatter does rather generously, that "Nozick
does not believe all coercive acts are actionable," since that is to beg the question. A fully free society would uphold individual liberty as its highest political
ideal, and coercion, in general, is the central threat to such liberty. Marxists, for
example, have argued, precisely along
lines that flow from Nozick's conception
of coercion, that the propertied class
coerces the working class by offering its
members the very high value of subsistence in return for the very reluctantly
performed service of labor. This kind of
coercion, for Marxists, is not only actionable but deserves revolutionary response. If such offers are coercive, as
Nozick believes, the advocate of a free
society will have to accept that the
worker's right to freedom is violated by
the capitalist and that this must be
remedied by law.
There may be ways of overcoming this
result of Nozick's analysis, but for Levatter to fail to even try to come to grips
with the issue, if ever so sketchily, is not
good reviewing in a magazine like

by Joe Dahid
"(The novel) which exposes public 'education' for the fraud
it really is- ? coercive institution of indoctrination."

Alicia Patti
Libertarian Digest

REASON... .

Tibor R. Machan
Department of Philosophy, SUNY
Fredonia, N Y

The Joy of Nozick
Ross Levatter's review of Nozick's
Philosophical Explanations (Oct.) was a
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BOOKS OF LUDWIG von MISES
NOW IN PRINT: WITH ANSWERS TO OUR ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

OMNIPOTENT GOVERNMENT

THE ANTI-CAPITALISTIC MENTALITY
An analysis o f t h e illogical “envy and hatred” of those
w h o blame their o w n failures o n the capitalistic system.
140 pages, paper
$ 6.00

Written during World War 11, an analysis of statism in
general and German Nazism in particular.
300 pages, hardcover
$12.00

ON THE MANIPULATION OF MONEY AND CREDIT

BUREAUCRACY
An explanation of w h y the inefficiencies of bureaucracy
are a necessary corollary of political activities which cann o t be limited b y m a r k e t competitions.
138 pages, hardcover
$ 7.00

A CRITIQUE OF INTERVENTIONISM
A translation of somc of Mises’ writings of the 1 9 2 0 s
explaining how political interferences with the market
processes always reduce consumers’ satisfaction.
164 pages, hardcover
$ 8.95

A translation of s o m e of Mises’ major contributions o n
m o n e y , credit, inflation a n d the trade cycle.
350 pages, hardcover
$15.00

-

PLANNING FOK FREEDOM ( E N L A R G E D )
A collcction of essays a n d addresses exploding fallacies
of middle-of-the-road approaches to economics, with an
unrivaled paper o n Profit and 1 05s.
292 pages, paper
$ 6.00

-

THEORY AND HISTORY
ECONOMIC POLICY
Published posthumously, 1979, these six lectures arc a
very readable introduction t o the basic economic principles e x p o u n d e d by Mises and their relationship to thc
primary problems of o u r times.

115 pages,

paper

$ 5.95

-

EPISTEMOLOGICAL PKOBLEMS OF ECONOMICS
A collection of essays that dcmonstratc the logical
legitimacy of economics as a science of human action.
This volume provides an insight into Mises’ thinking
that m a d e possible his m a n y contributions. 1 9 8 1 reprint.
262 pages, paper
$ 7.00
hardcover
$20.00

-

HUMAN ACTION
T h e most rigorously rcasoned statement o f the case for
capitalism. T h e counterweight o f Marx, Keynes and
other p r o p o n e n t s o f government-run economies.
924 pages,, hardcover
$3 7.50,

LIBERALISM (formerly, THE FREE AND PROSPEKOUS
COMMONWEALTH)
A translation of Mises’ 1 9 2 7 prcsentation of 19th century liberalism principles of limiting government to the
protection of livcs and peace in the m a r k e t place with
private ownership of t h e means of-production and equal
justice u n d e r law.
225 pages, paper
$ 5.00

A scrious and i m p o r t a n t contribution on the importance
of sound ideas for b o t h history and the future of o u r
civilization.
393 pages, hardcover
$13.00

SOCIALISM
A devastating analysis of the economic basis, moral
ethics and alleged
inevitability of socialism. In this
f a m o u s w o r k , Mises reveals the impracticality and impossibility of socialists’ dreams. New 1 9 8 1 edition.
608 pages (plus index)

paper
hardcover

$ 5.00
$11.00

-

THE THEOKY O F MONEY AND CREDIT
Mises’ first major contribution - the application of t h e
“Austrian” subjective theory of value to m o n e y , credit
and the trade cycle.
413 pages, hardcover (old ed.)
$ 8.00 -.
544 pages, paper (1981 ed.)
$ 5.00
hardcover (1981 ed.)
$11.00
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THE ULTIMATE FOUNDATION O F ECONOMIC SCIENCE
A concise presentation of the fundamental principles
of a free society and refutation of popular fallacies undermining o u r tranquillity and prosperity.
165 pages, paper
$ 5.00
hardcover
$15.00
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-

hardcover

$15.00

NOTES AND RECOLLECTIONS
A translation of Mises’ personal thoughts a n d experiences
in Europe before hc fled to t h e United States in 1940.
198 pages, hardcover

$ 9.95
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joy to read. He pinpointed the qualities
that make Nozick unique and inspiring:
his exuberance, his tolerance, his
technical brilliance. He seems just as
pleased to share his philosophical
discoveries with us as we are to be able
to read them. That he happens to be
libertarian is icing on the cake; the
teacher who influenced me most in high
school was a socialist, but she showed us
all the joy of using one's mind. Perhaps
you could persuade Nozick to write a
piece for REASON.. . .
Christine M. Dodfi
Menlo Park, C A

UnREASONable Ad?

favors. Nor does it state that Planned
Parenthood has become a major propagandist through the public schools
against morality as a guide for our
youngsters in their sex lives. I fail to see
a reason for you to run such an advertisement.
Marshall E. Surratt
Midland, TX

The editors reply: All of us who object to government funding of Planned
Parenthood ought to welcome the organization's attempt to solicit voluntary contributions via magazine advertising.

HEALTH
&WELFrnE

The full-page ad of Planned Parenthood
in your September issue mentions only
possible governmental interference with
(Continued from p. 62)
abortion. It does not mention that Planned
Parenthood has been a recipient of grams a day is typically used, and some
millions of dollars in federal grants for physicians there believe 12 milligrams a
abortions and other causes which it day is a reasonable dose. HydergineO is

rudebarbs

very nontoxic. At the dosages mentioned, nausea and headaches may occasionally occur; these are annoying but
not dangerous.
We ourselves use about 20 milligrams
a day of the 1-milligram sublingual
tablets. These are allowed to dissolve in
the mouth (we hold them between our
upper lips and gums) and deliver more
Hyderginem directly to the brain than the
oral tablets do (when taken orally, 20
percent of the Hyderginem is lost in the
feces and another 40 percent is destroyed by the liver). Since HydergineO
provides substantial protection to the
liver against free-radical-caused alcohol
damage, frequent alcohol drinkers
should consider using both oral and sublingual forms.
A list of scientific literature on this topic is
available through REASONSend a stamped,
self-addressed envelope and ask for H&W
references, December.
Durk Pearson and Sandy Shaw are consulting
scientists and authors of the current bestseller
Life Extension.
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Freedom bumperstickers. Question Authority computer science, etc., for a new publication
butions. 3/$2; 101$5; 301$12. Box 14181-A,Austin, devoted to fundamental ideas of freedom and
philosophy, I am looking for people who will be
TX 78761.
the Rands and Nozicks of tomorrow. Low rates;
minimal glory. Interested? Send $1.00 for
Writer’slSubscriber’s Guide t o The Free
PERSONALS
Philosopher Qtr/y., P.O. Box 103, W. Carrollton,
VILLA VEGETERIANA holistic health retreat, OH 45449.
Box 1228, Cuernavaca, Mexico. Tel: 3-10-44. Free
“136 BIBLICAL CONTRADICTIONS,” “49 +
brochure and travel directions. Investigate!
Biblical Absurdities,” unique booklist, more!
FOR THE INDIVIDUAL? For productivity? Life- $3.00, Crusade Publications, Dept. R, Box 200,
saving, health-giving, happiness-producing in- Redmond, WA 98052.
formation system faces extinction. Needs angel. BEYOND MONOGAMY, the open relationships
Please send inquiry and phone number: The publication. Intriguing alternatives to secret afSage, P.O. Box 333, Monticello, IL 61856.
fairs and swinging. $9/yr; sample, $2. Box
6877-RE, Denver, CO 80206.
YOUR WORK is your life. You’ve done well.
You’re a man of integrity. You long for a like
mind to celebrate life with, longterm. Beverly,
REAL ESTATE
P.O. Box 128, Newbury Park, CA 91320.
~~

UNUSUAL BOOKS. Fake ID, locksmithing, in-

vestigative methods, self-defense, undercover
operations, survival, police manuals, black
market, disappearing, guerrilla war, living free,
crime, bugging, spying, shadowing, sabotage,
hiding contraband, food storage, much more!
Over 500 titles in huge illustrated catalog. $2.00.
Loompanics, Box 1197, Port Townsend, WA
98368.
PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful
authors. Publicity, advertising, beautiful books.
All subjects invited. Send for fact-filled booklet
and free manuscript report. Carlton Press, Dept.
REL, 84 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10011.

SURVIVAL RETREATS-120- to 500-acre parcels
agreement with the philosophy of Ayn Rand, in Mendocino County, No. California. $750 per
desires to meet like-minded people for friend- acre and up. Seclusion, abundant spring water,
Showcase. Details-$1. Literary Service Bureau, ship and conversation. Contact Robert Markley, firewood, and garden sites. Write or call for free
1128 East Indian School Rd., Phoenix, AZ 85014; brochure of retreats and other properties. LiberBox 5391, Washington, DC 20912.
tarian Broker, Strider Real Estate, P.O. Box
6021279-7934.
554-R, Laytonville, CA 95454. 7071984-6644.
ANSWER STATIST ARGUMENTS with philosophical rigor. Read The Libertarian Reader, a
new collection of essays by Ludwig von Mises, PRODUCTS
SERVICES
F.A. Hayek, Thomas Szasz, Eric Mack, Milton
Friedman, John Hospers, and others, edited by NEGATIVE ION GENERATORS for clean, mounREASON Senior Editor Tibor R. Machan. Re- tain-fresh air in your home, office, or car. Write FICTION CONSULTANT. John D. McCall, 2227
viewed in this issue by philosopher John 0. for free buyers guide. Fresh Air Products, Box 20th St. N.W., #402, Washington, DC 20009.
Nelson-see
page 51. Large-format quality 42555RE, Los Angeles, CA 90042.
IN DEBT? Facing foreclosure? Legally void bank
paperback edition, $12.50 postpaid from the
Reason Foundation, 1018 Garden Street, Santa AYN RAND’S Objectivist Ethics permanently loans on valuable consideration v. paper money.
Barbara, CA 93101. (Calif. residents add 6 % recorded in gleaming brass, on quality 13”x 10” Keep your property free and clear. Proven. $15.00
sales tax.)
wood base with built-in easel. $24.95 check or cash1rn.o. Crystal Industries, Box 20280-r, Reno,
money order plus $2.00 shipping and handling, NV 89515.
to Brilliance in Brass, P.O. Box 26896, San
Diego, CA 92126. Cal. residents add 6 percent. HOW TO MEET your favorite celebrity. “Fans n’
BUSINESS
Or, send $1.00 to receive brochure showing other Friends” Club, Box 1436, Crystal River, FL32629.
OPPORTUNITIES
plaques available starting mid-October 1982.
PASSPORTS, DUAL CITIZENSHIPS available
MAKE HOMEMADE BOOKLETS. I’ve earned COMPUTER GENERATED BIORHYTHM charts. from Castellania (est. 1974). Application and in$187,000 with mine. Money never stops. Free in- Twelve 1-month personalized charts showing formation package, $5.Furstentum Castellania,
formation: Twill, Box 548, Woodville, TX 75979. physical, emotional, and intellectual cycles for Box 40201, Pasadena, CA 91104.
every day of 1983. Makes great Christmas gift.
Price, $10 postpaid. Send name and birthday inEDUCATION
cluding year to Hillcrest Computing, 38 Hillcrest RATES:50 cents per word, $7.50 minimum.
Dr., AO, Macungie, PA 18062.
Telephone numbers count as one word; box
HIGH PRESTIGE DEGREES bv mail. Accredited.
numbers count a s two words. Add $1.50 per
USUA, Wisconsin Ave., Box 9715, Washington, THE BENEFITS AND HAZARDS of the Philosinsertion for REASON box number. Payment
DC 20016.
ophy of Ayn Rand: A Personal Statement. 90minute cassette by Dr. Nathaniel Brandsn. Send must accompany all orders. Copy must be
US. UNIVERSITY of America seeks contribu- $14.95 + $2 shipping (in California add 970 tax) received by the first day of the month two
tions for needy student‘s education. Box 9715, to Biocentric Institute, Dept. R, P.O. Box 4009, months prior to issue date (e.g., advertising
Washington, DC 20016.
for the March issue, which is mailed in
Beverly Hills, CA 90213.
PHOENIX, ARIZONA, MAN, in fundamental

AUTHORS-ADVERTISE
your manuscript’s
avai labi Iity to 2,000 pu blis herslagents in Writer’s

BEST PRICES ON TRS 80 computers and Radio
Shack products. Charles Blackwell, 30 N. Con-

FINANCIAL
COMMODITIES-INTERESTED

gress, York, SC 29745; 8031684-9980.
IN TAKING cal-

culated risk to achieve enormous profit potential? Call for information about our programs for
the small investor which include disciplined
technical and fundamental trading methods. E.
Paul Pensyl, First Commodity Corp. of Boston,
1-8001225-6286, 1-6171292-6500.

74 REASON/DECEMBER
1982

February,
Check or
payable to
Classified,
93103.

should reach us by January 1).
money order should be made
REASON and sent to REASON
Box 40105, Santa Barbara, CA

PUBLICATIONS
FREEDOM IS worth defending! Unilateral disarmament = slavery! Subscribe to American
Defense. $10.00 per year. Libertarian Defense

THE CLASSIFIED AD DEADLINE FOR THE FEBRUARY
ISSUE IS DECEMBER 1.

-James U. Blanchard, 111, National Committee for Monetary Reform

THE CASE FOR GOLD:
A Minority Report of the U. S. Gold Commission
his important, authoritative new book is sure to become an instant
classic for everyone interested in gold-whether as a means of restoring
sound money to the U.S. economy or as an investment. Authors Ron Paul
(R-Tex.) and Lewis Lehrman present a powerful case for a monetary gold
standard. They document the historical role gold has played and lay out a
cogent, reasonable plan for returning this precious metal to its proper,
crucial place in today’s monetary system. This is the first government-sponsored study of the appropriateness of a gold standard in
more than 100 years. When the U.S. does return to gold, THE
CASE FOR GOLD will point the way.
c. 270 pages

$8.95

“The Cato Institute is to be commended
for presenting the gold issue to the public in
so well-reasoned and professional a manner. ’’

“This excellent study demonstrates why
gold is the only honest monetary standard. ”
-Rep. Jack Kemp

-James Dines
The Dines Letter

“Afascinating book that carefully and
thoroughly explores why gold is essential to a
sound currency. ”
-Martin Anderson

“The Cat0 Institute has done a great
service in publishing this historic report. The
recommendations in this book may well be
the basis of a fundamental monetary reform
based on gold. If you want to know what’s
going to happen in thefuture, read
“The Casefor Gold. ”
-James U. Blanchard, 111

Former Assistant to the
President for Domestic Policy

Chairman, NCMR

---------

1

ORDER FORM

Please send me -copies
of THE CASE FOR GOLD at $8.95 each. (40%
discount on orders of 5 or more copies.)

11
Lewis Lehrman

Ron Paul

“It is no exaggeration to say that the
survival of Western civilization in general,
and America in particular, is at stake in the
struggle over standards of value. ”
-From the Foreword

0 Enclosed
0 Bill my

is my check for -$
payable to the Cat0 Institute
0 VISA
0 MASTERCARD

ACCOUNT#

EXPIRES

~

0 Please send me the Cato Publicattons Catalogue

11

-

ADDRESS
STATE

Cat0 Institute 224 Second Street, SE

Washington, D.C. 20003

ZIP
202-546-0200
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Your stereo will demonstrate this radar detector's unusual abilities.
What Could Be Better
Than Unbelievable Range?
..

:

By now, you've probably heard some tall sounding stories
about how far away the ESCORT@radar warning
receiver picks up radar traps. You know, the ones where
they talk in miles instead of car lengths. The stories go
on to say that ESCORT's superheterodyne receiving
circuits provide as much X and K-band warning as you
can possibly use, and then some. If you've never used
an ESCORT,they may seem pretty far fetched, but most
of them are true. Over hills, around corners, and from
behind.

Car 54 Where Are You?
~

Maximum detection range is wonderful, but it's far
from the whole story. In some ways, radar detectors are
like smoke alarms; you want to make sure that you don't
miss anything, but you don't want a lot of false alarms.
ESCORT won't disappoint you. Beyond that, when a
smoke alarm sounds off, the most pressing thing on
your mind IS Where is the fire? Is it ahead of you, behind
you, above you, or Delow you:, In the same room, or at
the other end of the house? Your senses can help you
find fire, but, on the highway, you can't feel or smell
radar. ESCORT is your sixth sense.

No Stone Unturned

Made In Cincinnati

The ESCORT Radar Disc is the latest addition to a
long list of standard features. We don't scrimp on
anything. Here they are: w Patented Digital Signal
Processor w Different Audio Alerts for X or K Band
Radar a Varactor-TunedGunn Oscillator tunes out false
alarms Alert Lamp dims photoelectrically after dark
w 1/64 Second Response Time covers all radar w
City/Highway Switch filters out distractions w Audio
Pulse Rate accurately relates radar intensity w Fully
Adjustable Audio Volume w Softly Illuminated Signal
Strength Meter w L.E.D. Power-On Indicator a Sturdy
Extruded Aluminum Housing w Inconspicuous size
(1.5H x 5.25W x 5D) w Power Cord Quick-Disconnect
from back of unit w Convenient Visor Clip or Hook and
Loop Mounting w Protective Molded Carrying Case w
Handy Cigar Lighter Power Connection w Spare Fuse
and Alert Lamp Bulb.

If you want the best, there's only one way to get an
ESCORT. Factory direct. Knowledgeable support and
professional service are only a phone call or parcel
delivery away. We mean business. In fact, after you open
the box, play the Radar Disc, and install your ESCORT,
we'll give you 30 days to test it yourself at no risk. If
you're not absolutely satisfied, we'll refund your purchase as well as pay for your postage costs to return it.
We also back ESCORT with a full one year limited
warranty on both parts and labor. So let ESCORT change
radar for you forever. Order today.

Hearing Is Believing
ESCORT reports its findings straight to your ears in a
way no other detector can match. Its vocabulary
includes a Geiger-counter-like pulsating rhythm that
relates radar intensity in a smooth, natural, and intuitive
manner, making it easy to sense the distance to radar. It
can tell you if radar is ahead of you, behind you, or even
traveling along with you in traffic. ESCORT also speaks
different languages for each radar band. Since the two
bands behave differently, the' distinctive tonal
differences eliminate surprises. You'll even be able to
tell "beam interrupter:' "trigger:' or "instant-on" type
radars from other signals just by the sounds they make.
Ditto for radar burglar alarms and door openers.
ESCORT has a lot to say, and we've developed a new
way for you to get acquainted quickly.

Play It, Sam
ESCORT's instruction book contains a wealth of
information. Actually, it's the ESCORT user's Bible. But,
the quickest way to become fluent in ESCORT's language is to play the Radar Disc on your stereo turntable.
You'll hear firsthand how to interpret what ESCORTtells
you in a number of situations. We now include this
special Disc with every ESCORT so you can take a
test drive as soon as you open the box.

33% RPM Radar Disc

Do It Today
Just send the following to the address below:
0 Your name and complete street address.
0How many ESCORTSyou want.
0 Any special shipping instructions.
0Your daytime telephone number.
0A check or money order.

bstitute their card
number and expiration date for the check.
Or call us toll free and save the trip to
the mail box.

CALL TOLL FREE. . . .800-543-1608
IN OHIO CALL. . . . . .800-582-2696
Car and Driver; . . . "Ranked according to performance, the ESCORT is first choice . . . it looks like
precision equipment,has a convenientvisor mount,and
has the most informative warning system of any unit on
the market, , ,the ESCORT boasts the most careful and
clever planning, the most pleasing packaging, and the
most solid construction of the lot:'
BMWCCA Roundel: . . . "The ESCORT is a highly
sophisticated and sensitive detector that has been
steadily improvedover the years without changingthose
features that made it a success in the first place . . . In
terms of what all it does, nothing else comes close:'
Playboy: . . . "ESCORT radar detectors . . . (are)
generally acknowledgedto be the finest, most sensitive,
most uncompromising effort at high technology in the
field?
Autoweek . , , "For the third straight year, no manufacturer has bettered the ESCORT's sensitivity . . . the
consistent quality is remarkable:'

ESCORT (IncludesEverything). . . .$245.00
Ohio residents add $13.48 sales tax.
Extra Speedy Delivery
If you order with a bank check, money order,
credit card, or wire transfer, your order is processed for shipping immediately. Personal or
company checks require an additional 18 days.

RADAR WARNING RECEIVER

0Cincinnati Microwave
Department 141 3
One Microwave Plaza
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242

